METROPOLIS ANNEX
We have taken on caretaking of Teaterøens Annex and we are continuing to keep this unique space as a
performing arts facility in Copenhagen after 12 years under the umbrella of Teaterøen and with more than
200 arts/performance companies who have used the spaces.
With its unique location in the former shipyard and with the industrial wasteland/re-emerging urban nature
and 17.000m2 of post industrial rewilding habitat to connect to and play in, and almost one hundred
innovative and spirited neighbours, Metropolis Annex offers a raw, sensitive urban retreat for physical and
emotional resuscitation and inspiration for creative scenarios and artistic processes.
We are exploring how artistic practice can affect and influence our rethinking of our relations to the
environment, both the so called natural, the constructed and the social, cultural and political. We work
together with artists, creators and thinkers in collective processes, and we are open for proposals to use
our spaces and also to connect with what we do and work with.
As an independent and experimental platform we depend on our partners, on Statens Kunstfond and
Københavns kommune for support for activities. We will continue to locate our international residency
Metropolis residency program here and use this as a base for Performing Landscapes program in 2023.
Metropolis Annex is the initiative of Trevor Davies, long time founding director of Københavns
Internationale Teater and Metropolis (www.metropolis.dk).

METROPOLIS ANNEX SPACES
WHITE ANNEX
SPACE : 14,5m x 7,5.m.x 3.50 m. white space, wall mirrors, wooden floor / dance mats. lighting bars. Full daylight on
one side (can be blinded).
Lighting bars available. Access possible with truck.
USE: dance & movement classes; rehearsals; installations, small performances (max 60 pers).
RENTAL: Morning: DKK 750 (06-12); Afternoon : DKK 750 (12-17), Evening DDK 750 (17-24)
Day Rental; DKK 1.500: Monday-Friday DKK 6.500; Weekend DDK.3.000; Week DDK.7500

BLACK STUDIO
SPACE : 9,7m. x 9,7m x 3.50m. Black box with black dance mats. Black light curtains. Lighting bars.
USE L dance and movement, theatre/performance rehearsals, readings, small public performances 50 pers. max.
RENTAL : Day Rental; DKK 1.500: Monday-Friday ; DKK 6.500; Weekend DDK.3.000; Week DDK.7.500

SMALL WHITE STUDIO
SPACE : 9,8m x 7,7m x 2.7m with wall mirrors, white wooden floor, beautiful views.
USE : Yoga, movement, dance, readings, workshops.
RENTAL: Morning: DKK 500 (06-12); Afternoon: DKK 500 (12-17), Evening DDK 500 (17-24)
Day Rental; DKK 1.000: Monday-Friday ; DKK 4.000; Weekend DDK.3.000; Week DDK 6.000

RIGGERLOFT
SPACE : 20m x 8m. black industrial wood/concrete floors, 4 micro offices/cabins, wonderful views
USE : Labs, seminars, social gatherings, readings, debates, workshops, café events, dinners, lounge concerts
Large monitors, projectors available. Full kitchen. Max 75 pers.
RENTAL to be discussed, depending on event, number of people. Day rental ; DDK. 2.500-10.000; weekend DKK 4.000:
Week DDK. 15.000 (limited dates)

PROJECT AND RESIDENCY FACILITIES
The Annex also has two separate apartments (4 rooms -150m2 / 3 rooms 75 m2) which can be used as project spaces
with 12-16 desk spaces /meeting rooms and/or facilities for overnight stays connected to projects and /or artists in
residency programs- – maximum 8 persons.
Both apartments have independent kitchens and bathrooms
RENTAL: to be discussed pending on activity ad number of users/guests.
Guide rental: Large flat DDK.1.500 pd, DDK 7.500 pw,: Small flat DDK 1.000 per day; DDK.6.000 pw.

We are now open for proposals for rental & collaboration from 1.1.– 30.6.2023

CONTACT:
Trevor Davies, Refshalevej 320, 1432 K.
M +45 29404489
Metropolisannex@gmai.com

